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With China's increasingly large group of Internet users, the Internet industry is
playing an important role in the market economy. At the same time, the advent of
the information age, completely changed the traditional means of communication.
Send a letter to the call from the phone to call a mobile phone, from phone calls to
be able to obtain a large amount of information of the smart phone, a qualitative
change in people's access to the main means of information took place. People
do not just settle for phone calls and send text messages only function, but more
is to accept the message of the mobile phone as a tool, a tool to understand
current events, set up social networking tool to facilitate life of tools, games and
entertainment tool. The Students for acceptance and dependence of various
information platforms generally very strong, but the market cohabitation life
service applications, demand for college students to provide information to
facilitate study of college students living in the interests of college students as the
basic starting point of application software also very few. So the search for the
campus student population app also born out of.
Colleges and universities outstanding technology is highly integrated society
organizations, development of university information management mobile terminal
app imperative. The future there will be more lifestyle and traffic will take place in
the intelligent terminal, in order to facilitate the school teachers and students,
improve teaching quality, improve office efficiency and facilitate students to obtain
timely notice and information about the school, a "Campus Link" app information
management software will display its pivotal position.
Based on the planning and implementation of the company's campus platform
ELL app projects, combined with theoretical knowledge to analyze, to study the
combination of AR project start-up companies in the ELL run, theory and practice,













patterns , continue to apply to future business management.
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